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and green, the cleanliness of its vast expanse, and its way between the east and west borders of the state, 1
appeal to the lover of the unexplored mark it as an these mountains extend northward for 40 miles from a
area which attracts those discerning travelers who point about 40 miles north of the Texas border. The U
would see Nature’s masterpieces.~’ mountains are sharply asymmetrical and rise abruptly g

in two major steps to a mile above the Tularosa Basin
on the west. From the crest, the range slopes almost
¯ imperceptibly eastward to the Pecos River, 80 miles gREFERENCESCITED
away and about 6000 feet lower. Although the crest n

1. Botkin, C.W, (1933) (abs) The White Sands Na- of the range lies about 9000 feet for more than 20 miles,

tional Monument, Pan-Am. Geologist, v 60, no part is as high as 9700 feet. The Sacramento Moun- ¯

n 4 304-305.
tains are a large east-dipping cuesta, uplifted on:the
west side along a normal Or gravity fault zone. In this
sense, they are structurally similar to, and en echelon

2. Dart0n, N.H. (1928) Red beds and associated for- with the Guadalupe Mountains to the southeast, and
n

mations in New MexicoS U.S. Geol. Survey Bull. the Oscura Mountains to the northwest. The stratigra-

794, 59, 216-218.
phic section is almost entirely composed¯ of Paleozoic
rocks, ranging in age from Cambrian (?) to middle Per- g
mian. Rock units of this area have many similarities

3. Meinzer, O.E. and Hare, R.F. (1915) Geology and with the Paleozoic sections of the Basin Ranges far-
water resources of Tularosa B-asir~I New Mexi- ther to the west, visited by the previous Field Con- ¯
co, U.S. Geol, Survey Water Supply Paper 343, ference, and with the down-dip subsurface sections of []

southeastern New Mexico. The outcrops along the
317 pp, 19 pis, 51 figs.

Sacramento Mountain escarpment are the closest major
ii

: surface exposures in the state to the subsurface pre- ¯
4. Richard, L.M.(1932) White Sandsr nomadic in na-

Permian stratigraphic section of southeastern New Mex-
tore, may enter Alamogordo in about 4097 A.D., ice, a part of the section which has been of increasing

The Alamogordo News, August 4, 1932. significance in petroleum exploration i n recent years,
n
II

5. Russell, C.P. (1935) The white sands of Alamo- This brief paper is designed to supplement the road

gordo The National Geogr~ Mago, v 68, n 2, 250- log and the discussion at the stops in presenting the lib
salient geological features of the western escarpment []264. Of the Sacramento Mountains, with particular:reference
to those features that will be seen during the Fifth

6. Talmage, S, B,, and Wootton, T. P.,(1937) The Non- Field Conference. An index map of the western part n
Metallic Mineral Resources of New Mexico and of the¯Sacramento Mountains is included. A general- U

1"heir Economic Features, N~w/~exicQ_ School of ized geologic map of the northwestern part of the es-

Mines, Bull~ 12, 103-107. carpment area that will be viewed or visited during ¯
the Field Conference accompanies this paper. Essen- []

7. Winchester, D. E. ! 1933) The Oil and Gas Resources tially this same map was used during the 1949 G.S.A.
of New Mexic.o~ New Mexico School of Mines, Bull, field trip sponsored by theWest Texas Geological So-
9, 48-49.

am
ciety (King, et al 1949). A composite stratigraphic g

¯ section of the pre- Cambribn and Paleozoi c rocks will
OIJTLINE OF THE STRATIGRAPHY=AND be found in the gu.idebook and the structural features

STRUCTURE OF THE SACRAg~ENTO along two east-west cross sections from the base to n
MOUNTAIN ESCARPMENT the c~est of therange are given elsewhere in this guide-

book. Several aerial views of the western :escarpment
Lloyd C. Pray* are shown,

n
II

INTRODUCTION The writer has worked intermittently in the escarp-
ment area of the Sacramento Mountains since 1947, and

The Sacramento Mount.iris form one of the major has mapped most of the western escarpment and part g

mountain masses in southern New Mexico. About mid- of the crest of therange at a scale of two inches equals mm

one mile. Geologic maps and e report will be published
¯ Division of Geological Science, California Insti- by the New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Re- []

tute of Technology. []
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sources as Bulletin 35. A 1952 report and o prelimin- tain area are sediments, largely siltstones, shale, and I
ary copy of the maps are on open file at the Bureau fine-grained sandstone. These crop out only in the
office in Socorro. Financial support, here gratefully vicinity of Nigger Ed Canyon. Associated with the Ill
acknowledged, has been furnished for the work by the sediments are intrusive si IIs, mostly of diabase. Some
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, are markedly porphyritic, and locally bear a superficial
and the California Institute of Technology. Referen- resemblance to plutonic intrusives. The sediments and m
ces to previously published data most pertinent to the the later intrusives are separated from the basal Pale- ¯
area of the Sacramento Mountain escarpment is given ozoic rocks by an unconformity with about 10 degrees

mm

in the bibliography, of angular discordance. The stratigraphic position, the
absence of fossils (except for obscure fucoidal mark- ¯

STRATIGRAPHY ings), and the absence of deformation or regional met- !1
amorphi sm are suggestive of late pre-Cambrian age.

The stratigraphy of the Sacramento Mountain escarp- The surface section is remarkably similar to that en- J
ment is almost entirely that of Paleozoic rocks. AI- countered in the Southern Production No. 1 Cloudcroft !
though the composite thickness of the Paleozoic sec- well, which drilled about 100 feet into a pre- Bliss
tion is nearly 8000 feet, the actual thickness in most section of quartz sandstone containing two bodies of
places is considerably less than this maximum amount, diabase, g
The Paleozoic strotigraphic sequence can be conven- Ill

iently grouped into three parts, of a approximately equal Bliss sandstone:
composite thicknesses. The lowest of these includes This basal unit of the Paleozoic sequence in south- i
rocks ranging in age from Cambrian (?) through Miss- ern New Mexico is exposed in the Nigger Ed Canyon II
issippian. These strata are mostly carbonate rocks of area in the Sacramento Mountains. There it consists
marine origin, deposited on relatively stable, shallow of 110 feet of quartz sandstone, with sandy, brown- gig
shelf areas. The older part of the sequence is mostly weathering dolomitic beds interbedded in the upper g
dolomite, with limestone occurring in the Upper De- third of the section. Glauconite is abundant in some of
vonian and Mississippian strata. Terrigenous elastics the layers. Fossils consist of a few linguloid brach-
are minor comoonents in this lower part of the sequence, iopods, and numerous worm (?) borings, and add little Ill
and most are at the base, or within the thin Devonian to the controversey regarding the age of the Bliss sand- Ill
section. The middle third of the Paleozoic section stone. Flower ( 1953a ) indicates that the unit is time
consists of Pennsylvanian strata, largely but not ex- transgressive, and that both Late Cambrian and Early Ill
clusjvely of marine origin. These form a complex in- Ordovician faunas are known in the state. The Residue I!
terbedded sequence of limestone, sandstone, and shale. Research Laboratory of Midland indicates the Bliss of
Permian rocks form the upper third of the Paleozoic this area to be Cambrian on the basis of their correla-
section, and include both marine and non-marine strata, tions (Roswell Geological Society 1953, p. 20). The II
Red beds are a conspicuous part of all but the top of base of the Bliss sandstone is an angular unconform- Ig

the Permian ~quence and evaporites are common in ity in this area.
the middle part of this sequence. ¯

El Paso formation: II
The stratigraphic comments below are primarily con- The only complete El Paso section exposed in the

cerned with the physical attributes of the section ex- escarpment area is at the south near Nigger Ed Can- Ill
posedin the escarpment area. Evidence concerning yon, where the formation is about 420 feet thick. The !the age of many Of the rock units in southern New Mex- surface section and that in the Southern Production No.
ico, can be found: in the excellent summary by Flower 1 Cloudcroft test are closely similar in thickness and
( 1953 b) in the guidebook for the 1953 New Mexico lithology. The El Paso consists largely of medium light

IField Conference. gray to olive gray dolomite, that ranges in texture from
very fine to medium grained. Much of it is light olive

The surface data of the escarpment area has recent- gray and fine- grained. Thin to medium beds predomin- I
ly been supplemented by record of a dry hole drilled to ate, and the formation weathers to a light brownish !1
pre-Cambrian rocks by the Southern Production Co. slope, commonly with only a few ledges more than 10-
(No. 1 Cloudcroft Unit) at a point just east of the crest 20 feet high. Chert occurs as sporadic nodules and
in themiddleof the Ill

range. forms but a minor part of the formation. Dolomitic quartz g

Pre-Cambrian:
sandstone is common in the lower third of the formation,
and quartz sand grains, rarely forming as much as half

~oT-de-est rocks exposed in the Sacramento Moun -
the rock, occur locally in the upper third of the El Pa-

I
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DEADMAN CANYON
SAGRAM ENTO MOUNTAINS

SEC. 5, T 17 S., R. I0 E.
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sandstone at the base, the Upham dolomite (cliff-form- ter dolomite of southwestem New Mexico (Kelley and
ing lower member), and the Aleman dolomite ( cherty Silver, 1952), although of somewhat different facies.
upper member). They also named the next overlying It correlates with strata that form the lower 160 feet of
rock unit (Darton’s lower Fusselman) the Cutter dolo- the Fuseslman section in the type area of the Franklin
mite, and included it as the uppermost formation of the Mountains. The Valmont dolomite of the escarpment
Montoya group. Detailed studies in the type area of the area ranges from 150 to 225 feet, commonly is about
Montaya and Fusselman (Franklin Mountains) and else- 180 feet thick, and is composed almost entirely of me-
where convince the writer of the correctness of Darton’s dium to very light gray, sublithographic to very fine
pioneer work in considering the strata in New Mexico grained dolomite. The fineness of grain results in a
that occur above the upper Montoya member (or Ale- conchoidal fracture, a characteristic feature. Most bed-
man) to correlate directly with the Iowerpart of the ding planes are sharply defined, lateral ly persistent and

type Fusselman section. This evidence, and the fact spaced a few inches to two feet apart. Chert is scarce,

that the Montoya is initially defined formed a readily although brownish-weathering seams and large nodules
recognizable rock unit as such, and one which since of partially silicified dolomite are conspicuous in the

has been widely correlated as Montoya in both subsur- upper part of the formation. A zone of argillaceous dol-
face and surface areas suggests to the writer the ad- omite 40-70 feet above the base forms a persistent
visability of not expanding the original limits of the niche on the Valmont slope, and separates the forma-
Montoya to include a part of the Fusselman section, tion into upper and lower members.
The fact that Upper Ordovician faunas occur above the
top of the Montaya (Pray and Bowsher, 1952: Flower, The basal contact is at the change from very cherty

1953b) should not be a factor in the nomenclature of dolomite or solid chert upward into finer grained dolo-
rock units, mite with little or no chert. Although this change ap*

pears to be at a persistent stratigraphic horizon in this
The Montoya of the Sacramento Mountain escarpment area, and locally is sharply defined the contact does

ranges from about 140 to 2,50 feet thick. It is 200-225 not appear to represent a disconformity. Upper Ordo-
feet thick in much of the area. Very coarse grained to vician fossils occur in the lower member. The upper
granulitic quartz sandstone (Cable Canyon sandstone) member contains a zone of favositid corals, but its age
occurs at t~e base at almost all localities and rea~’hes is not established. The entire Valmont is tentatively
a maximum thickness of about 12 feet. It generally considered of Upper Ordovician age.
grades upward into sandy dolomite and thence to sand-
free dolomite that forms the bulk of the dark lower mere- Fusselman formation:

bar (Upham dolomite). This is composed of fine to me- The Fusselman formation of the Sacramento Mountain
dium grained, olive gray to medium dark gray dolomite, escarpment, the upper member of the Fusselman of Dar-
thickbedded to massive, with little or no chert. It is ton (1928), forms conspicuous cliffs in most of the
generally 80 to 100 feet thick in the escarpment area. area. It is composed of cherty dolomite, medium to fine-
It appears to grade upward by an increase in the amount ly crystalline, of color that ranges from light gray to
of chert, a decrease in grain size, and a change to thin- olive and brown-gray, and which commonly weathers to
ner beds and to a lighter color into the slope forming- a color darker than the fresh surface. Chert is: abun-
conspicuously cherty, upper member (AJeman dolomite), dant, but erratically distributed, and occurs as nodules
This unit is generally 100 to 120 feet thick. The tap and masses that are smaller and more irregular than in
contact is at the top of a very cherty zone, which Io- the Montoya or Valmont. Bedding is commonly obscure.
cally consistsof 1 -3 feet of solid chert. ’ The formation is generally about 70 feet thick. It does

not exceed 100 feet in thickness within the area of the
The basal contact of the Montoya is a remarkably

escarpment, and is absent, presumably by later Silurian
smooth surface of disconformjty. Fossils are locally

or Devonian erosion, from the northernmost pre-Devon-
abundant near the base, and top of the Montoya and are

Jan outcrops,
less common in the central portion. Corals and brach-
iopods predominate, and are considered to be Upper Well preserved fossils are rare. A fauna of about 25
Ordovician in age. genera collected in this area has been studied by A.L.

Bowsher, who considers that.many forms are similar to
Valmont dolomite: those of the lower.Silurian Edgewood limestone of Mis-

This term was applied by the Writer (Pray, 1953) 
the distinctive rock unit of the Sacramento Mountain

souri, and that diagnostic Niagaran or Middle Silurian
forms are missing in the collections. The writer has

area termed the lower member of the Fusselman by Dar-
not recognized in the thick Fusselman sequence in the

ton (1928). It appears to be the equivalent of the Cut-
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Devonian formations: cheris into the central and northern part of the escarp-
Three rock units of Devonian age are recognised along ment.

the Sacramento Mountain escarpment. These show a gen-
eral though not precise, correspondence with rock units Caballero formation:
recogni sed by Stevenson (1945) in south-central New This distinctive l ithologic unit consists largely of
Mexico. medium gray, markedly nodular limestone and inter-

bedded calcareous shale, It occurs throughout the
The Onate, the basal unit, occurs throughout the area. length of the escarpment. Thicknesses range from about

It consists nearly everywhere of medium dark gray or 60 feet in the north to about 15 feet where exposed far-
brown- gray rock that is composed of about equal amounts thest to the south. The fauna is considered Kinder-
of very fine grained dolomite mixed granularly with hookian in age and is abundant, though of rather small
coarse silt to very fine sand size quartz grains. Beds forms. The basal contact is a disconformity, marked
aresomewhat massive and one to three feet thick, by a zone about an inch thick with abundant small, it-
Shale is minor, but increases toward the south. The regularly shaped, black siliceous nodules, and occas-
Onate is about 60 feet thick in the central part of the lanai bone fragments or fish teeth. Dark gray or "black"
escarpment, and thins to both the north and south. It shales are not a part of the formation, although common-
can be easily recognized in the Southern Production ly occurring directly below the Caballero and above no-
No. 1 Cloudcroft well, where it is about 25 feet thick, dular limestones of the Sly Gap that locally are differ-
Fauna is considered upper Middle Devonian, and large- entiated from the Caballero with difficulty. The Cabal-
ly of bryozoans and brachiopods, lero has been tentatively ident’ified in the subsurface

of eastern Lea County ( Roswell Geol. Sac., 1953, p.
The Sly Gap consists of up to 50 feet of calcareous, 24).

yellow gray to dark gray shale, with irregular nodular
limestone beds becoming predominant in the upper part Lake Valley formation:
of the section. Some layers of dark gray "black" non- This formation has a maximum thickness of about
fissile shale up to 6 feet thick occur in the upper par- 400 feet in the northern and central parts of the Sacra-
tion. Fauna is abundant and considered to be lower mento Mountains, and thins to the east and southward
Upper Devonian by Stevenson (1945) and Stainbroak along the escarpment, probably both by non-deposition,
(1935, 1948). It occurs in the Southern Production Co. and by tilting and subsequent erosion following its de-
No. 1 Cloudcroft well, but appears to be absent in the position. It is absent from the easternmost exposures
southern half of the escarpment. The lower contact may in the escarpment area, and is not known to occur far-
represent a disconformity in the escarpment area. ther to the south. The Lake Valley formation has been

subdivided into six members by Laudon and Bowsher
Dark gray "black" non-calcareous shale considered (1949). All six are typically developed in the Deadman

the equivalent of a part of the Percha shale (Steven- Canyon area of Alamo Canyon where Laudon and Bow-
son’s nomenclature) occurs in the southern part of the sher (1949) measured the section reproduced in this
escarpment, thickens southward and is recognised far- guidebook.The range in thicknesses of themembers of
ther southeast in the subsurface as part of the Wood- the Lake Valley formation in the’area is given on the
ford (Lloyd, 1949; Ellison, 1950). The only equivalent composite section. The basal member of the Lake Val-
of this unit recognised in the northern part of the Moun- ley formation is the Andrecito. It is relatively uniform
tains is in upper Marble Canyon, where 30-40 feet of in lithology and depositional thickness in the escarp-
similar shale occurs in a local channel filling cut into ment area, and is composed largely of argillaceous to
the Sly Gap formation, silty, thin to mediumbedded, medium gray limestone

and interbedded calcareous shale. Themost character-
Mississippian formations:

istic features are the abundance of the swirl-like branch-
....... The rock units established for southern New Mexico .

ing patterns of the fossil, Taonurus; the relatively even
by Laudon and Bawsher ( 1941, 1949)are very well ex-

bedding; and the non-resistant nature of the unit, which
posed and developed in the Sacramento Mountain region,

forms slopes in marked contrast to the prevailing cliff
Mapping here has indicated the soundness of their de-

or scarp of the overlying Alamogordo member. The ba-
tailed work, and has required only minor modification

sal contact is a disconformity, locally showing low an-
of their data regarding lithology. Thickness, and areal gslar discordance.
distribution of the units. Perhaps themajor changes in
the latter were the recognition of the Helms in the south- Spectacular bioherms profoundly affect the thickness,
ern escarpment area, and of the persistence of the Ran- distribution, and to a lesser degree, the lithology of the
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uppermost five members of the Lake Valley formation, not already stopped it. The basal Arcente contact ap-
The biohermal struc~res are most abundant in the north- pears disconformable in the southern part of the escarp-

I emmost part of the area, between Indian Wells and AI- ment, but perhaps is gradational with the Tierra Blanca
amo Canyons. In this area many of the structures are to the north. The Dana Ana member is gradational with
elongate along north-south trends. The largest of all the Arcente, and marks a return to clear seas and pro-

i
the biohermal structures occur along the central part of fuse development of crinoids. The Dana Ana is a cher-

¯ the escarpment, in the vicinity of San Andreas Canyon, ty, coarse light gray, irregularly bedded crinoidal lime-
where several are nearly 400 feet in thickness. These stone, very similar to the Tierra Blanca. The Arcente
appear to be circular in plan, rather than elongate. The and Dana Ana are absent in the northernmost outcrops,

I photographs show the major features of one of these where they probably were removed by pre- Pennsylvan -
large biohermal structures. One shows a cross- sec- Jan erosion. They are largely absent from the southern
tional view of one of the elongate structures of the AI- part of the, range, where they may have initially been

I area Canyon ̄area. The bioherms appear to have formed but thinly developed, and from which they were stripped
during the deposition of the lower part of the lake Val- by erosion prior to 1fie deposition of the Rancheria form-
ley formation. Many are largely restricted to the Ala- ation.
mogordo member. The larger ones commonly rise from

I Alamogordo member. The genesis of these Rancheria formation:within the
structures is not well under6tood, but several indepen: This formation consists largely of medium to dark
dent investigations currently are in progress. The bi- gray, argillaceous and silty, locally siliceous, thin¯

I ohermal cores appear to represent areas-of profuse crin- bedded limestone, with minor calcareous shale and
oidal growth, at least some of which clearly stood high- some massive strata of medium-gray crinoidal lime-
er than the level of adjacent contemporaneous deposi- stone. The Rancheria is about 300 feet thick in the

i tion, though perhaps not above wave base. A puzzling southern end of the escarpment, and thins progressive-
aspect of some of the more abrupt structures is the ap- ly northward to Mule Canyon. A thin shoreward remnant
parent absence of a sediment binding organism, such as may occur locally in Alamo Canyon. The formation is
colonial algae, that could build and maintain the steep- similar to the sectioh of the Franklin and Hueco Moun-

i ly-sloping structures. The biohermal consist it that the similarcores taJns. is possible lithologically kas
largely of light gray, essentially massive, very fine Cruces formation that underlies the Rancheria formation
grained limestone that contains abundant partially re- in the Franklin Mountain area may be included with the

I crystallized, crinoidal debris; some of it concentrated Rancheria in the southern part of the Sacramento Moun-
in streaks or irregular layers, and some as isolated rains. The northernmost, onlapping part of the Rancher-
fragments in the dense matrix, ia along the escarpment has characteristics of shallower

i water than most of the formation, which has a basinal
The Alamogordo member, where not directly affected aspect. The sparse fauna is considered to be Mereme-

by the biohermal structures, is a medium light gray, clan in age by/audon and Bowsher, but Weller and
somewhat cherty, calcilutite; commonly about 35 feet others consider the same fauna as uppermost Osagian.

B thick where not affected by subsequent erosion. The (See discussion in Jones, 1953). The basal contact
II Nunn member is a soft crinoidal marl, which ranges is a clearly marked unconformity that progressively cuts

widely in thickness and is locally not developed. Most out the underlying Lake Valley and Caballero formation

I of the specimen crinoids are collected from this mere- from north to south. Locally angular discordances of
ber. The Tierra Blanca is a coarse, well cemented, 5- 10 degress have been noted.
crinoidal limestone that forms conspicuous light color-
ed cliffs, in many places showing very irregular beds. Helms formation:i is common. Tierra Blanca thins gradually The Helms occurs in the southern part of the areaChert The
away from the major areas of bioherms, and extends northward to near Dog Canyon. It is a max-

imum of 60 feet in thickness, and consists of thin bed-

i The uppermost two members of the lake Valley form- ded, argillaceous limestone and yellow and inter-gray
ation, the Arcente and the overlying Dana Ana, appear bedded shale. It is similar in lithology and fauna to the
to have been deposited in much of the escarpment area thicker sections of the Hueco and Franklin Mountains,

I after the major ~0eriod of biohermal growth. The condi - except that sandstone is almost absent in the Sacra-
tions that led to the deposition of the thin bedded, me- mento Mountains area. It contains Chesterian fossils.
dium gray, argillaceous limestone and dark calcareous The basal contact is probably a disconformity but little
shale of the Arcente probably were distinctly unfavor- physical evidence of this relationship has been observ-I able for crinoidal growth, if of the hademergence area ed in the local area.
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P. ennsylvani.an.~, to 2500 feet, and includes Virgilian s~’rata at the top.

The Pennsylvanian section of the Sacramento Moun- Pre-Abo erosion is more pronounced to the east~ where

tain area stands in sharp contrast to the older Paleo " the Abo in many places overlies strata of Desmoinesian
Izoic section. It is as thick or thicker than the entire and Missourian age, and locally has removed all of the

underlying Paleozoic section, it contains large amounts Pennsylvanian section.

of terrigenous elastics, and lithologic changes both lat-
Ierally as well as vertically in-the section occur with The basal-Pennsylvanian strata of-the area were de-

rapidity that leads to despair if one attempts to subdi- posited on a surface that had at least 100. feet of local.

vide the Pennsylvanian section on the basis of mappable relief. The low parts of this surface, some of them

rock units that will prove recognizab:le over the entire abrupt channels, are commonly filled with. coarse quartz
I

escarpment area. The Pennsylvanian deposits clearly sandstone orwith cobble conglomerates of Mississipp-

reflect the increasing degree of tectonic instability that Jan cherts. Shales and dark limestones are commonly

occurred during this period in the region, an instability inter!iedded with the lower 200 to 500 feet of the Penn-
ithat resulted in the formation of more localized basins sylvanian section, but ral’ely occur in the lowest parts

and source areas than previously had existed in earlier of the basal- Pennsylvanian. surface. The coarseness

Paleozoic~time. This more localized aspect of Penn- and amount of the terrigenous clastics in the lowest

Isylvanian sedimentation, combined with probably fie-
part of the Pennsylvanian section diminishes toward

quent eustatic changes in sea level, resulted in the the south.

complexity of deposits found in the escarpment area of
Overlying the lower 200-500 feet of the Pennsylvan-

Ithe Sacramento Mountains.
Jan section are two contrasting contemporaneous fac-

In general, the Sacramento Mountain escarpment ap-. ies. One of these, a shelf limestone facies, and region-

pears to lie to the southeast of a positive area that fur"~
ally the more extensive, consists almost entirely of

Inished terrigenous clastics intermittently during Penn- somewhat cherty calcilutites, up to about 1000 feetin

sylvanian time. The positive area was termed the Ped- thickness. These are .conspicuous.along .the western

ernalLandmass by Thompson (1942). Though of major, escarpment south to Alamo Canyon, and also to the

Iimportance in early Permian and latest Pennsyl.vanian. northeastin upper Fresnal Canyon. Separating these

time, its role is less clear earlier in the Pennsylvanian shelf limestones and .grading into them with extreme

period. It seems probable that the outlines of this pos- abruptnesst is a comparable thickness of quartz sand-

itive area, and its degreeof activity, varied widely dur-
stones, subgraywackes, shales, and minor limestones.

I
ing Pennsylvanian time. U.nfortunateiy, the details may This sequence is considered a deltaic facies. The

n’ever.be learned.. Much of the pertinent record was ob- shelf limestone facies and the deltaic facies are both

literated by erosion that occurred during the major up- largely of Desmoinesianage, bu:t extendinto the Miss-

Ilift of this area at the. end of Pennsylvanian and in ear- ourian.

ly Permian time. Moreover, Permian strata now blanket
much of the area, and the likely prospect of encounter- As much as 500 feet of thin bedded, argillaceous

ing pre-Cambrian strata directly beneath the Permian limestone and shale of Missourian age overlies the
I

undoubtedly wilidiscourage much drilling of pertinent shelf limestone, and deltaic facies. In most of the area

areas. " these are of somewhat basinal aspect, but locally se-
quence changes.laterally into massive limestones, with g

The Pennsylvanian’section of the Sacramento Moun- interbedded limestone conglomerates, and other sug-

tains has a maximum thickness of about 3000 feet,, and gestians of.cyclical deposition in a turbulent, ishallow

the depos~its appear to span a time range from possible .water environment. The uppermost Pennsylvanian de- ¯
Morrowan at the base throughout the remainder of Penn- posits are those of Virgilian age. The base of these . []
sylvanian time (Thompson, 1942). Most strata .are reflects another change in type of deposition as algal

marine origin. Field.evidence suggests that deposition reefs, and reef-like masses up to 100 feet in thickness

continued.with no major interruptions throughout this were formed throughout most of the area. The Virgilian
I

time, at least, no persistent erosional surfaces have strata grade upward into more uniformly bedded, light

been recognisedwithin the Pennsylvanian section in colored limestone~ interbeddeci with shale and minor ̄

the mapping of the escarpment area. Three.formations sandstone. Red shales,and limestone conglomerates
iand one member have been..used in mapping to subdivide are repeated somewhat cyclically with non-red shales,

the Pennsylvanian section in this area. Along most of and massive to nodular limestones in the uppermost

the western edge of the mountains the Pennsylvanian Pennsylvanian strata in the area. The deposits appear

Isection is nearly complete, ranges commonly from 2000 to indicate, in addition to repeated fluctuations of the
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depth of deposition, a gradual transition toward emer- mitic limestone, and non-red shales. This middle se-
gence of the area. The final emergence was followed quence thickens southward all the way to the Hueco
by erosion of previous deposits at the endof the period Mountains, changes from brackish to marine facies, and
in most of the area. forms most of the Wotfcampian portion of the Hueco lime-

stone in the Hueco Mountains. The upper tongue of Abo
Bursum and ABO formations: red beds (the entire Abo of Darton) can be traced near-

m in the escarpment area, the strata Of Wolfcampian Jy to the Texas border, and forms the Deer Mountains
age are assigned to the Bursum and Abo formations, red shale of the Hueco limestone. The lower tongue of
Rapid changes in facies and thickness occur in strata Abo red beds probably correlates with the Paw-wow

I of thisage, in respanseito the~deformation that occurred conglomerate of the Hueco limestone.
in late Pennsylvanian and early WolfCampian time, and
some continued structural disturbances that l ingered in- Throughout the area of the Sacramento Mounta:in es-

m to later Permian time. For the purposes of this brief carpment, exclusive of the small northwestern sector,
out!ine, the area of the escarpment can be divided into the Abo lies above an angular unconformity cut on fold-
two unequal parts, a sector that extends to the north ed and faulted pre-Permian strata. This angular un-
and west from a point along the Fresnal fault west of conformity is believed to be coextensive and con~temp-

I High Rolls ( see geologic map), and a much larger area oraneous in developmentwith the angular unconformity

that lies east and south of this point, at the base of the Hueco limestone over wide areas of
the Diablo Platform to the south.

I In the northwestern sector, detailed investigations
have recently been completed by C. Otte (Otte, 1954). Yeso formation:
These indicate that deposition in a basin that occurred This unit, considered Leonardian in age, but not dat-

I in this sector north of the vicinity of La Luz Canyon ed in the escarpment area, is 1200 to 1800 feet thick.
was essentially continuous from Pennsyivanian through It consists of the usual widely varying lithologies so
Wolfcampian time, and probably on into middle Permian characteristic of the Yeso. These include carbonates,
time. In this basin, a gradual t’ransition from marine to mostly limestone; red, yellow, and gray siltstones and

I non-marine conditions occurred, accompanied by re- evaporites,shales; largely anhydrJte(.gypsumat sur-

peated fluctuations of the strand line in the area of pre- face exposures) with some halite; and yellowish, silty,

sent exposures. Lower Wolfcampian strata, correlated fine grained sandstones. Rapid lateral and vertical var-

I with the Bursum formation and dated on the basis of iation in lithology is normal to the Yeso. Carbonates

contained fusulinids, are about 400 feet thick a mile become increasingly prevalent in the upper part of the

north of La Luz Canyon. These strata thin to the south- section, and red beds and evaporites are most abundant

I east toward the Fresnal fault, change into a non-ma- in the lower part. Exposures Of the Yeso are too poor

rine section of red beds and limestone conglomerates in most of the escarpment area to make it feasible to

in a few miles. Traced further, they appear to pinch subdivide the Yeso. The basal contact appears con-

out in the unconformity that represents much of lower farmable with the Abo.

I Wolfcampian time’on the deformed and positive area
east and south of the Fresnal fault. San Andres limestone:

The San Andres limestone forms the resistant upper-

I The Abo formation was deposited over the entire es- most strata of the crest and of much of the eastern slope
carpment area, but varies considerablyin the two areas of the SacramentoMountains. A!thou~ over 1000 feet
mentioned above. In the basinal area east of Tularosa thick to the east, less than half this thickness is pre-
it is about 1,100 feet thick and composed principally served along most of the crestal portion of the moun-

I of dark reddish brown mudstone and arkose. Here it rains. Progressively thinner occur tosections the

grades into underlying latest early Wolfcampian marine south. The San Andres is composed largely of thin to
strata (Otte, 1954). The ABO thins rapidly toward the medium bedded limestone, of various shades of gray.

I positive block to the southeast, and is about 400 feet Some strata are dolomitic. Fusulinids are not known
thick in the High Rolls area. It I~ere is composed of in the San Andres limestone in the escarpment area,
basal quartzite cobble conglomerates, and an overlying and the known fauna adds little to the problem of the

I much thicker sequence Of dark reddish brown mudstones age of the San Andre s with respect to the type Permian
and arkose. Farther tO the south along the escarpment, sections.
it is 200 to 550 feet thick, and splits into an uppermost
and a basal series of red beds, and a middle sequence In most of the crestal part of the range, quartz sand-

I of thin bedded limestone, dol0 stones of t~e "Glorieto" type ( clean, rounded, frosted,composedprincipally
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north of Cloudcraft. The rocks here consist largely of be largely the result of uplift with respect to the Tul -
olive, gray, and purplish shales, variegated quartz silt- arosa Basin along a normal or gravity fault zone that

I stones, and some quartz sandstones, locally conglom- is at or close to the present base of the escarpment.
eratic. They probably are correlative with a part of the The uplift probably began in late Cenozoic time, and
Mesozoic section reported in the Sierra Blanca and Cap- appears to still be in progress. The faulting hypothe-
itan region to the north (Allen and Jones, 1952). sis accords with that of most geologists familiar with

I the but is not shared by the writers of the two mostareaI
Tertiary strata maywell be present below the pre- extensive published accounts of the structure of the

sent surface of the Tularosa Basin, but in the absence Sacramento Mountain. Darton (1928) considered the

I of the Basin deposits, this will be difficult to determine, mountains are essentially anticlinal, somewhat modi-
fled by faulting. Baker (1928) appears to have been un-

STRUCTURE decided as to a fault or fold origin for the uplift of the

i range. According to the hypothesis for the origin of the

The overall structure of the Sacramento Mountains is range by folding~ the visible part of the range repre-
sents essentially the eastern gentle limb of a majorthat of a large cuesta, with a regional dip to the east

of about one degree. Along the crestal part of the block north-trending anticline, and the much more steeply

I near the north and south ends, the strata dip several dipping western limb is interpretedto have beenremov-

degrees to the north and south respectively, a reflec- ed by erosion. Abundant surface evidence appears to

tion of the lesser amount of uplift in these directions favor the fault hypothesis, whereas evidence at the sur-

I than along the central zone. face for the folding and removal by erosion of the west-
ern limb appears to be scanty, at best.

The mappable structure of the area of the western es-

I carpment is in few places as simple as the broad region- Alluvial or piedmont scarplets occur along much of

al picture would suggest. Gentle folding and some fault- the length of the range at the base of the escarpment.

ing has affected the Permian strata in most of the as- These scarps are up to 80 feet in height, all observed

carpment area so that the local picture rarely reflects face the basin, and although largely in alluvial material,

I the regional gentle cuesta structure. The pre-Permian bed-rock is commonly visible on the mountain side of

strata are more intensely deformed than the Permian, the scarps where they have been dissected by recent

as a result of deformation by both folding and faulting drainage. These piedmont scarps are excellent evi-

I durirLg late Pennsylvanian and early Wolfcampian time. dance of major dislocation in recent time along the

Additional complications of the broad sturctural picture western edge of the escarpment.

occur along the margin of the escarpment, and presum-
ably are related to the uplift of the mountain block. A host of minor faults near the edge of the mountain

I block, that to be sympathetic structures alongappear

Most of the structural features of the escarpment area a major gravity fault zone, furnishes additional evidence

have a northerly trend. An indication of the types of for the presence of a major fault zone at the western

I structural features and their magnitudes can be noted edge of the block, it is striking to note the increase in
on the drawing, which shows two cross- sections from number, and to a lesser degree, in the magnitude of dis -

the Tularosa Basin to the crest of the range in the nor- placement of faults, as one approaches the outermost

I thern part of the escarpment area. These two sections portion of the mountain block. Most faults are west-

are typical of the features found throughout the length dipping, gravity faults with a predominant dip-slip
of the escarpment, movement. In many places dips steepen abruptly toward

the west in the outermost 100 feet of exposures along

i Genetically, the structural features of the Sacramento the base of the escarpment. These effects are consider-

Mountain escarpment can be divided into to major groups, ed to be caused by drag along the frontal fault zone.
those which are related to the late Cenozoic deformation

I that resulted in the uplift of the range, and those struc- The base of the escarpment trends generally slightly

tural inheritances that pre-date the uplift of the range, west of north for much of its length, but is irregular and
and which have either been unaffected or but slightly somewhat angular in detail. There is a notable lack of

modified since the inception of Basin Range deforma- of correspondence between its trace and either the vis-
I tion. ible structure of the mountain block, or the erosional

resistance of the strata that locally form the edge of

Features related to the uplift of the range the mountains. It would appear that any detectable an-

I The present mountains are believed by the writer to ticlinal structure in the area of the Sacramento Moun-
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rain escarpment is exceedingly gentle, and shows no block is almost entirely unknown. Clastic fragments in I
more indication of western dips than would be expected Paleozoic sediments indicate that areas of provenance
near the faulted edge of a tilted block the size of the for quartzite, granite, and some other intrusive and met- ¯
Sacramento Mountains. amorphic rocks occur in the region, probably to the |

northeast. Direct observations only indicate that a
The present need is for data on the missing part of slightly metamorphosed sedimentary terrane, injected

the structure that underlies the alluvium of the Tularosa with diabasic intrusives, was slightly tilted prior to I
Basin to the west. Some geophysical work has been cam- erosion and the subsequent deposition of the basal mm

pleted in recent years along the eastern edge of the ba- Paleozoic clastics.
sin, and it is to be hoped that at least the broad re- ¯
suits of these seismic, gravity, and magnetometer sur- The area of theescarpment, in common with much of
veys will be made generally available. Surface and well southern New Mexico, appears to have been tectonical-
data at present is meagre. It consists largely of scat- [y stable, subject only to epeirogenic warping, intermit- ¯
tered outcrops of Permian strata (Yeso-San Andres) tent marine inundations, and minor erosion from late |
10 to 15 miles west of the base of the range, and sev- Cambrian into Devonian time. Known disconformities
eral water wells drilled at Alamogordo and Valmont to in this area occur at the base of the Montoya, the Fus-
depths of about 1200 and 1800 feet, respectively. These selman, and the Onate formations, and may be present I
are reported to have bottomed in alluvial material. It at the base of the El Paso and Sly Gap formations. Dur- ra

would seem likely that the alluvial fill is a maximum ing later Devonianand Mississippian time somewhat in-
thickness near the base of the escarpment along the .creasing structural distur~0ances is recorded. Discon- ¯
central part of the mountains, and that it.decreases in formities occur at the base of the Percha (?), the Cab-
thickness to the north, south, and west. allero,.and the Lake Valley formations; possibly at the

base of the Arcente member ofthe Lake Valley forma- I
Total amounts of displacement on the hypothetical tion, and a low angular discordance at the base of the |

boundary fault are highly speculative On the basis of Las Cruces (?) and Rancheria formations can be de-
the present data. On .the assumption of 2000 feet of al- tected throughout most of the escarpment. The uncon-.
luvium west of the boundary structure, and on an alluv- formity at the base of the Pennsylvanian deposits, and 1
ium- bedrock contact at the level of the Yeso -san An - the record of the ensuing Pennsylvanian strata clearly
dres contact, the amount of displacement along the cen- indicate more tectonic instability in the local area than
tral 15 miles of the escarpment would be of the order of at any previous time during the Paleozoic Era. The ¯
7000 feet. This figure is probably a minimum, rather increasing unrest culminated in the major deformation
than a maximum, during latest Pennsylvanian and early Wolfcampian

time when many of the internal structural features of I
In the southeastern part of the escarpment area, a the Sacramento Mountain escarpment were formed, Imajor northwest trending fault, and associated sharp

flexure in the Permian strata, as well as several small ¯ Structural features such as the Caballero anticline,
faults of similar trend, may have been formed contemp- the Dry Canyon syflcline, the Alamo Peak, Fresnal, and 1
oraneously with the major uplift of the range. Arcente Canyon faults (see geologic map) were largely l

formed during the late Pennsylvanian-early Permian
Features that pre-date the late. uplift of the ran q~ deformation. Most of these and other contemporaneous ¯

Most of the structural features of the Sacramento Moun- structure trend roughly north - south. The folds are open |
tain block appear to have been formed prior to the late to moderately tight, with undulatory axial c~®,~ts and
uplift of the block. These earlier structural features of troughs. Domes are conspicuous features ~iiong some of
the mountain block were largely formed during Paleozoic the anticlinal crests. Faults are high angle and dip . 1
time, although some deformation occurred during the slip displacements range up to a third of a mile. The J

mesozoic or early Cenozoic. The dating of the Paleo- basal Abe:unconformity truncates parts of all of these
zoic deformation is relatively precise owing to the as- structures, with local angular discordance as high as ¯
satiated sedimentary record, but the virtual absence of 60°. As Virgilian strata occur below the basal Abo l
Mesozoic and of pre-Quaternary Cenozoic strata renders unconformity in parts of the area, the age of the deform-
speculative the age of the post-Paleozoic events. In ation and subsequent erosion is largely late Pennsyl- /
the following brief survey, the structural events are vanian and early Wolfcampian. This deformation in the |discussed in chronological order. Sacramento Mountain area is considered to be a part of

that long known in the area to the south and southeast
The pre-Cambrian structural history of the mountain that preceded the deposition of the Hueco formation

..,I
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conformity such as postulated by King (1948) for the Jones, T. S. (1953) Stratigraphy of the Permian Basin
Summit Peneplain of the Guadalupe Mountains. of west Texas, with special reference to tile cross

sections of 1949, 1951, and 1953: West Texas Geol-
That some activity occurred prior to mid-Tertiary is ogical Society.

suggested by the relationship of the igneous intrusives
of the area to the small thrust faults that are a minor, Kelley, V. C. & Silver, C. (1952) Geology of the Cabal-
but conspicuous feature along the central part of the lero Mountains: Univ. New Mex.. Publications in Ge-
escarpment near the front of the range. Many faults with ology No. 4.
displacements of a few hundred feet, which dip to the
west at angles of 15-30° have been noted in the older King, P.B. (1948) Geology of the Southern Guadalupe
part of the section. These appear to be earlier than the Mountains, Texas. U.S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper
intrusion of dikes and sills, commonly of hornblende 215.
andesite porphyry, into the sedimentary section. The
igneous activity would appear to be related to that bet- King, P.B. et al (1949) Pre-Permian rocks of Trans-

ter known in the Sierra Blanca and Capitan regions (AI- Pecos area and southern New Mexico: Guidebook

len and Jones, 1952) directly to the northeast of the Field Trip No. 5, West Texas Geological Society.

Sacramento Mountains. They date igneous activity sim-
ilar to that in the Sacramento area as mid-Tertiary. Lang, W.B. (1937) The Permian formations of the Pecos

Valley of New Mexico and Texas: Am. Assoc. Petrol-
eum Geologists Bull., vol. 21, pp. 833-898.
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THE OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF of earlier formations ef the Ochoa series.

I POTASSIUM MINERALS IN SOUTHEASTERN Extensive evaporite depc~sits are found in older Per-

NEW MEXICO mian formations; but unlike the evaporite deposits of the

by Ochoa series, the older deposits are restricted entirely

I 2
to the back-reef or shelf area~ The evaporite deposits

C.k. Jones of the Ochoa series are more extensive and are better

The closing epoch in Permian time is especially known known because of their economically important deposits

i for the extensive evaporite deposits that fill the Dela- of potassium minerals. As the potash deposits repre-

¯ ware Basin and extend across the Capitan reef zone for sent a special phase of the evaporite deposits, a brief

considerable distances over the shelf area~ This epoch description of the saline rocks should be presented be-

is represented by the strata of the Ochoa series, which fore discussing the occurrence and distribution of the
ml

I
includes the following formations: potassium minerals.

Dewey Lake redbeds The Ochoa series is conformably underlain by strata

I Rustler formation belonging to the Guadalupe series and unconformably
Salado formation overlain by strata belonging to the Upper Triassic Dock-

Castile formation um group. Outcrops of the Ochoa series are not repre-

I sentative of the thick sequence found in the subsurface.
Extensive deposits of halite and anhydrite occur in each The Dewey Lake red beds appear to be entirely con-
of the formations except the Dewey Lake, which does fined to the subsurface; and the outcrops of the Rustler,
not contain evaporite deposits and ~vhich is composed Salado, and Castile formations contain only the insal-/

.I
entirely of red sandstone, siltstone, and minor amounts uble or more slowly soluble constituents~ Wherever these

of shale. The Dewey Lake red beds form the protective formations have been exposed to weathering conditions

cover that serves to retard the dissolution and removal during either pre-Dockum time or post-Triassic time,

I of the soluble salts comprising the evaporite deposits all the halite and a part of the anhydrite have been dis-
solved and removed by ground water and surface streams;

1 Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geol-
the anhydrite remnants hove been completely altered

..
ogical Survey.

to gypsum~ Thus the outcrops contain only the more in-
2 Geologist, U.S. Geological Survey, Carlsbad, N. t~ex.
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